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Technical Benefits 

Developed by AI experts in Germany, the 5Analytics AI Platform provides a powerful execution environment 
for R and Python that allows you to deploy Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Microservices across 
your enterprise or in the cloud in a handful of clicks. 

Deploy Instantly
Use the 5Analytics AI Platform to deploy your Machine Learning code, be it R or Python, into production as a 
Microservice that can be called from any device, anywhere, and that can use any data source.

Serverless Machine Learning Applications
The 5Analytics AI Platform allows you to create serverless AI and Machine Learning applications. This reduces 
the complexity of enterprise wide applications and to scale to thousands of users supporting even the most 
extreme loads.

Microservices, not Complex Applications
With 5Analytics software, you can develop Microservices that infuse intelligence into existing applications. 
This allows you to get the most out of your data science team as they can focus on solving Machine Learning 
and AI problems with R or Python, not rewriting existing applications.

On-Premise or in The Cloud
Whether you want to deploy in your own data center or in the cloud, the 5Analytics AI Platform is the fastest 
way to create a secure AI or Machine Learning Microservices. Simply upload your R or Python code to our  
server and you have a production ready Microservice.

SOAP and REST APIs
The 5Analytics AI Platform supports SOAP as a Web Services interface and lets you create SOAP APIs by  
simply uploading your code into the 5Analytics AI Platform. Similarly, 5Analytics supports JSON REST APIs 
that let you create Microservices consumable by any web application. 

Operational R 
5Analytics provides Operational R, special version of R that is precisely tailored to the requirements of  
high-volume, high-availability production environments. Operational R uses technologies like OpenMP and the 
Intel Math Kernel Library to achieve up to 25x acceleration.

Binary Package Support
Operational R allows you to directly use binary packages to load and install packages without the need to 
install compilers and developer libraries resulting in a lean, robust production system that is easy to install, 
manage and support.

Want to know more about 5Analytics?
The best way to learn more about the 5Analytics solution is to test it with your own data. We are happy to 
provide you with demo access to our software and to help get you started integrating AI into your applications.


